Network Infrastructure

State‐of‐the‐Art Network Design and
Implementation
CACI delivers industry leading expertise and technology for network
infrastructure design, implementation, and optimization of networks
for communications and IT sensor integration. Our networks enable
quick, reliable, and secure transmission of mission‐critical data,
including communications and IT sensors on the same network. We
enable secured state‐of‐the‐art communications around the globe and
to the tactical edge. We have worldwide experience with more than 30
years of mastery in design and upgrading Outside Plant (OSP) and Inside
Plant (ISP) Infrastructure, and the execution rigor to adhere to a variety
of systems and requirements. Our wired and wireless solutions provide
agile, flexible, and user‐centric network technologies to stay ahead of
growing demands for transmitting and receiving large amounts of data
with the speed, security, and reliability customers expect for continuity
of operations and mission success. CACI delivers Commercial Solutions
for Classified (CSfC) and is identified on the NSA CSfC Trusted Integrator
list. Our experience, expertise, and technology deliver quality through
active collaboration with customers for affordable infrastructure that
maintains and enhances mission continuity. Our solutions are highly
secure from inception; security is integrated into designs and carried
through implementation. We deliver agility, efficiency, speed and
performance for today’s enterprise missions.
A Fortune World’s Most Admired Company
EXPERTISE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

For more information contact:

David Wilson
(336) 279‐4777
david.wilson@caci.com

Denise Sisson
dsission@idtec.com

For more information about our
solutions, products, and services, visit:

www.caci.com

Modernizing Unified Network Infrastructure

Features
■

Network modernization
– Software Defined Networks
– Zero Trust Architecture

■

Network architecture, design,
integration, installation, and
certification

■

Migration to and use
of the latest
technologies

■

CSfC‐ MILS

■

Secure by design

■

Voice networks

■

Optical transport networks

■

Wireless networking

■

Vendor and technology
agnostic solutions

■

Multi‐level secure networks

Modernizing and designing
network architecture for 114 sites
across the Pacific theater
Deploying and building wireless networks
for law enforcement agencies
Enabling secure Presidential emergency
communications over wireless for the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Developing a multi‐technology, multi‐mission
modernization in Kuwait
Designing and building optical
transport networks for DoD customers
across Europe and the Pacific

Commercial Solutions for Classified (CSfC)

Benefits
■

Integrated turnkey network
solutions

■

Highly reliable and available
communications that are
secured from rapidly evolving
cyber threats

■

Network continuity during
migration, upgrade, or
installation

■

ISO‐certified project
management processes

CACI’s CSfC solutions use two layers of National Security Agency (NSA)
approved, commercial encryption to protect our customers classified
data. The outer and inner Virtual Private Network (VPN) technologies
and cryptographic library reduce the Cyber‐attack surface by limiting or
eliminating end point vulnerabilities enabling access to classified
networks throughout the Installation Campus Area Networks (ICAN).

ID Technologies, A CACI Company ‐ In 2022, CACI acquired ID
Technologies, an innovative enterprise IT, Infrastructure‐as‐a‐Service, and
network modernization provider with NSA‐compliant CSfC technology.
The acquisition of ID Technologies expands CACI’s secure network
modernization capabilities with CSfC capabilities equipping U.S.
Government workers with modern devices to operate virtually anywhere
within essential systems that are vital to national security.
CACI’s 22,000 talented employees are vigilant in providing
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the unique expertise and distinctive technology that address

703‐841‐7800

our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission challenges.
Our culture of good character, innovation, and excellence
drives our success and earns us recognition as a Fortune

EXPERTISE AND TECHNOLOGY
FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

World’s Most Admired Company. As a member

of the

Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 Index,
and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently deliver
strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.

Visit our website at:
www.caci.com
Find Career Opportunities at:
http://careers.caci.com/
Connect with us through social media:

